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Across

1. president of the us during the cold 

war

4. world organization who wanted to 

maintain peace

11. congress' plan to spend lots of money 

to rebuild europe to reduce the treat of 

communist revolutions in western europe

13. barrier seperating soviet block and 

west prior

17. trumans policy

20. took over after president truman

21. the state of hostility that existed 

between the United States and their allies 

and the Soviet Union and their allies

23. major cold war confrontation in 1962

24. a wall built by the communist east 

german government in 1961 to seal off east 

berlin from west berlin

25. an area with no military forces

Down

2. leader of soviet union

3. breaking of relations between China 

and Russia

5. american and british planes carried 

tons of supplies to 2 million berliners 

everyday

6. countires that wanted their own 

independence

7. prime minister of great britian

8. countdown to the end of the world

9. which ieologies were in cold war

10. president trumans policy of giving aid 

to nations threatened by communist 

expansion

12. president regans proposed weapons 

system to destroy soviet missiles from 

space

14. agreement between soviet union and 

the united states to limit the use of 

nuclear and missiles they possess

15. relaxation of tensions between the 

united states, the soviet union and china

16. government ownership and control or 

resources

18. 1947 germany was divided into 4 

zones and controlled by the US, great 

britian, france and russia

19. soviet unions responce to NATO

22. a competition for supremecy in 

neuclear weapons


